Wednesday 28 October 2020

9:00-10:15 UTC+2
• Opening General Session & Keynote Address: The Future of Work in the Age of COVID-19 | Dr. Daniel Susskind

10:30-11:20 UTC+2
• Culture and Ethics as Drivers of IT Governance Effectiveness | Guy Pearce | Advanced Managerial
• How to Successfully Implement Machine Learning in The Audit Lifecycle | Thomas Vervenne & Cristian Garofalo | Advanced Technical
• Privacy Strategy and Roadmap - Do You Have One, And Is It Aligned with Your Business Strategy? | Tim Clements & Clara Kromann | Intermediate

11:30-11:50 UTC+2
• Insight Circle 1 | How to Successfully Implement Machine Learning in The Audit Lifecycle | Thomas Vervenne & Cristian Garofalo

12:00-12:50 UTC+2
• Governance of Microservices/APIs | Raghu RV | Advanced Technical
• How AI Could Help Auditors to Mitigate Risks of Data Privacy in A BIG DATA World | Jan Anisimowicz | Intermediate
• Qualified Trust Services as A Foundation for Digital Transformation | Alen Beganovic | Advanced Technical
• Automating Compliance to Improve Risk Posture | Chase Hinson | Industry Trends & Insights

13:00-13:30 UTC+2
• Insight Circle 2 | Governance of Microservices/APIs | Raghu RV

13:40-14:30 UTC+2
• Govern Artificial Intelligence or Be Governed By IT: The New Nature of Risk | Bruno Soares | Advanced Managerial
• Future-Proof Your Audit Work | Mark Fenech | Intermediate
• An Approach in Cyber Deception - Weaponising The Defender | Marcel Rieger | Beginner
• How Robust is your Organization’s Cyber Resilience? | Michael Tremante | Industry Trends & Insights
14:30-15:00 UTC+2
  • Chat & Connect

15:00-15:50 UTC+2
  • Facilitating Digital Transformation with Integrated Risk Management | Manoj Patel | Intermediate
  • Audit Approaches in A Continuously on World | Raghu RV | Advanced Managerial
  • Enterprise Cybersecurity Architecture in the Digital Age | Mahmoud Aboelhassan | Advanced Managerial
  • Shifting Cybersecurity from a Compliance to a Risk Focus | Nick Frost & Greg Slayton | Industry Trends & Insights

16:00-16:20 UTC+2
  • Insight Circle 3 | Enterprise Cybersecurity Architecture in the Digital Age | Mahmoud Aboelhassan

16:30-17:20 UTC+2
  • IoT + DDoS = Disruptive (Business + Cyber) Risk! | Uday Ali Pabrai | Intermediate
  • Battle of The Data Titans! | Andrew Neal | Intermediate
  • Attracting the Hacker - Bug Bounty and Coordinated Vulnerability Disclosure | Julia Hermann | Intermediate
  • The Hits – and a Few Misses – in Vendor Security Assessments | Sangeeta Mishra | Industry Trends & Insights

17:30-18:00 UTC+2
  • Knowledge Session | Leveraging Compliance Automation to Help Accelerate Our Business | Rahat Sethi
Thursday 29 October 2020

9:00-10:15 UTC+2
- Thursday General Session, Keynote Address & Awards Ceremony: The (Nation)
  State of Cyber Security | FC

10:30-11:20 UTC+2
- Risk Management and Audit in A High Change Environment | Guy Herbert | Intermediate
- Continuous Auditing of Divers ERP Landscape | Jan Joost Bierhoff | Beginner
- The Security Marriage - Putting the Romance Back into Cybersecurity | David Mantock | Advanced Managerial

11:30-11:50 UTC+2
- Insight Circle 4 | The Security Marriage - Putting the Romance Back into
  Cybersecurity | David Mantock

12:00-12:50 UTC+2
- Designing an Information Security Governance Playbook for Boards & Non-
  Executives | Vernon Poole | Intermediate
- How to Design Effective Portfolio, Programme and Project Management Audit
  Programmes | Grzegorz Szalajko | Intermediate
- The Economy of Vulnerabilities and CTI Sharing: A View into Black and White
  Markets | Aviram Zrahia | Intermediate

13:00-13:30 UTC+2
- Insight Circle 5 | Designing an Information Security Governance Playbook for
  Boards & Non-Executives | Vernon Poole

13:30-14:15 UTC+2
- Chat & Connect

14:30-15:20 UTC+2
- Scaling Agile in Regulated Environments | Peter Pedross | Intermediate
- Auditing Security of Security Tools | Linas Laucius | Intermediate
- How We Hacked One of The Largest IoT Tracking Platforms in The World | Tony
  Gee | Beginner

15:30-16:20 UTC+2
- Can Your Reputation Survive The 4th Industrial Revolution (4IR)? | Joseph Mayo |
  Advanced Managerial
- Making Compliance Cloud-Native | Zeal Somani & Ann Wallace | Intermediate
- You Can Stop Stupid | Ira Winkler | Advanced Managerial
16:30-17:20 UTC+2

- Forensic Readiness for Auditors: Preparing for Digital Forensics, E-Discovery & Regulatory Response | Andrew Neal | Intermediate
- An Auditor's Journey Through the Cloud | Samantha Corvino | Intermediate
- Panel: Industry 4.0: Remaining Competitive Amidst Emergent Tech | Jenai Marinkovic, Julia Hermann & Geraldine Price | Beginner
Friday 30 October 2020

9:00-9:50 UTC+2
- Cyber Risk Management Must Be Integrated Risk Management | Pascal Busch | Advanced Managerial
- Threat Based Assurance Techniques for Security Audits | Steve Williamson | Advanced Technical
- CSIRT/SOC Incident Response Services Models and Taxonomies: Practical Experiences | Vilius Benetis | Intermediate

10:00-10:50 UTC+2
- GRC Of Cybersecurity for Critical Infrastructures | Gabriela Reynaga Vargas | Advanced Managerial
- Cybersecurity Competences Assessment | Georges Ataya | Intermediate

11:00-12:15 UTC+2
- Closing General Session & Keynote Address: What Does Good Look Like? Cyber Security Culture in Your Organisation | Dr. Jessica Barker

13:00-17:00 UTC+2
- One In Tech Seminar | The Power of SheLeadsTech: Shaping the Future of the Digital World